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Abstract
User Experience (UX) is crucial to the success or failure of a product in the market. Products
that enable users to accomplish their needs better than competitors are most conducive to
the brand's success. Consequently, it is vital to ensure the user is the center of every design
decision in each stage of the process. Usability testing is a core element of an effective user
experience that aims to reveal areas of confusion and uncover opportunities for further
improvement. This method tests the functionality of any digital product by observing
representative users as they endeavor to complete realistic tasks. Within this context, the
particular thesis focuses on applying the usability testing method as part of the iterative
Design Thinking Process (DTP) aiming at redesigning a mobile interface. The study begins with
the delineation of an initial theoretical framework on the design thinking approach, usability
testing and UX redesign topics. The applied methodology part addresses testing a real estate
application (Spitogatos App), extracting quantitative and qualitative data, and proposing
design recommendations based on the critical findings of the tests. The case study concludes
in redesigning the app's features and components which indicated usability issues during the
test. The final deliverables of the redesigns include high-fidelity prototypes, a link to an
interactive prototype of the redesigned application, and 3D mock-ups.
Keywords: Usability Testing, App Redesign, Design Thinking Process, User Experience Design,
User Interface Design, Mobile Interfaces, Real Estate Apps
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1. Introduction
The dissertation comprises a theoretical and an applied methodology part (case study). The
first part is focused on conducting a cohesive literature review of the relevant bibliography
on the usability testing method as part of the broader design thinking process. It is expected
that the dissertation will contribute a solid body of supplemental bibliographical work and an
integrated empirical case study.
The second part addresses the redesign of a mobile application for real estate (Spitogatos
App), based prominently on the usability testing research technique. Conducting usability
sessions included extracting a mix of quantitative and qualitative data, identifying problems
in the app's design, uncovering opportunities to improve, and learning about users' behavior.
The test was conducted with a group of potential end-users onsite with portable equipment.
Thus, qualitative and quantitative data were collected and synthesized to define the study's
high-level takeaways and critical findings. The process continued with a list of redesign
recommendations. Finally, the redesign deliverables include low-fidelity to high-fidelity
prototypes, a link to an interactive prototype of the redesigned application, and 3D mock-ups
for a more realistic representation.
The research questions of the particular dissertation include the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

What is Design Thinking? Where does the testing phase ensue?
How can we apply a step-by-step Design Thinking Process for a mobile application
redesign?
How can we design a Usability Testing Plan?
How can we create task scenarios based on the test objectives and user needs?
How can we organize the test setup and facilitate testing sessions?
How can we analyze data that directs to design recommendations?
How can we redesign an interface based on user feedback while engaging the company's
visual principles?

It should be noted that:
•
•
•
•
•

In-text citations follow the Harvard format and are included in the respective section of
the bibliography (References).
Each figure (photos, illustrations, and diagrams) and table has a numerical identifier and
is included in the List of Figures/ Tables.
The total word count is between 10.000–11.000 words (excluding cover, abstract,
acknowledgments, list of tables/ figures, contents, references, labels, and appendices).
Higher quality booklet and project images can be found online at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3597jmmc2knq9mr/AAC2Qkt0bAIAwIGguQO9LElEa?dl=0
The interactive prototype of the redesigned app can be found online at:
https://marvelapp.com/prototype/16hihcjj
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2. Literature Review
In what follows, a short overview and visualization of the Design Thinking Process (DTP) are
presented. Afterward, definitions of Usability Testing, methods, and types of testing are being
described concisely. The last section focuses on the UX Redesign main scope. The literature
review analyzed below and which will be implemented in the Case Study, endeavor to answer
the questions below:
•
What is Design Thinking? Where does the testing phase ensue?
•
What is Usability Testing? Which are the Usability Testing steps and elements?
•
When and why conduct a UX Redesign Study?

2.1. The Design Thinking Approach
Design thinking combines the problem-solving roots of design with deep empathy for the user
(Woolery, 2019). Rohler (2014) defined the DTP as a general ideology that a user-centric
approach to problem-solving can direct to innovation, and innovation can direct to
differentiation and competitive advantage. The Design Thinking process comprises six distinct
phases, as depicted below:

Figure 1: The Design Thinking Process (NN/g)

Each phase is iterative and opposed to a strictly linear procedure. This iterative process can
have three to six stages, depending on the target audience. It is common to return to the
research phases, empathize and define after an initial prototype is designed (or built) and
tested. Asserting the above, the Hasso Plattner Design Institute at Stanford (d.school)
proposed a five-step design way of thinking (Plattner, 2010). The five stages, according to the
d.school, are:
•
•
•
•
•

Empathize: research of user needs, goals, and pain points.
Define: create problem statements, and discover critical findings.
Ideate: conduct ideation sessions and assumptions.
Prototype: create solutions.
Test: test solutions with users.
9

Figure 2: Stanford d.school Design Thinking Process

The five phases often overlap and feed into each other, challenging or redefining what was
set before in constant iteration. During the testing phase, essentially empathizing with the
users uncover new insights. This can lead to reconstructing the problem statements and
revisiting the ideation stage. For that reason, it is essential to test prototypes early and quickly
correct design solutions. Fast feedback will lead to building/redesigning better products
(Woolery, 2019).

2.2. Usability Testing
Usability testing is a method of testing the functionality of a digital product by observing real
users as they attempt to complete tasks. In other terms, the user testing approach is used
rather indiscriminately to refer to any technique used to evaluate a product. It constitutes a
research tool with its roots in classical experimental methodology. The range of tests is
considerable, from classical experiments with large sample sizes and complex test designs
(summative) to very informal qualitative studies with only a single or a few participants
(formative). Each testing approach has different objectives, time, and resource requirements
(Rubin & Chisnell, 2008).
The critical steps of Usability Testing are the following (Rubin & Chisnell, 2008):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of research questions or test objectives.
Selection of a representative sample of users.
Creation of tasks based on the test objectives.
Designing the test setup.
Conducting pilot test.
Observation of the end-users.
Interviewing the participants.
Collection of quantitative and qualitative performance and subjective measures.
Recommendations of improvements of the product's design.
10

Elements of Testing
There are numerous types of usability testing, but the core elements in most usability tests
are the facilitator, tasks, and participants (see Figure 3):
▪

▪

▪

The facilitator administers tasks to the participant and, as performing the tasks, observes
the participant's behavior, listens for feedback, and may ask follow-up questions to elicit
detail from the participant. The facilitator ensures that the test results in high-quality,
valid data without affecting participants' behavior (Moran, 2019).
Testing Tasks are realistic actions that participants may perform in real life (Moran, 2019).
They can be direct tasks (more technical) or scenario tasks (phrased in real-life examples).
Another distinction is between closed (clearly defined success or failure) and open-ended
tasks (several ways of completing) (Ban & Cao, 2020).
Participants should be actual users of the product or have a similar background to the
target user group, or exact needs, even if they are not already using it (Moran, 2019). The
acquisition of participants whose background and abilities are representative of the
product's intended end-user is a crucial element of the testing process (Rubin & Chisnell,
2008).

Figure 3: Flow of Information in Usability Testing (Moran, 2019)

Thinking Aloud Usability Tool
Participants are requested to think aloud during usability testing (called the "think-aloud
method") and describe their actions and thoughts as they execute tasks. This approach aims
to understand participants' behaviors, goals, thoughts, and motivations (Nielsen, 2012).
11

Types of Usability Testing
There are diverse types of Usability Testing, and the selection of those depends on the
research questions, resources, and test objectives. Those can be:
•

•

•

In-person or Remote. In-person testing requires the test to be conducted in the physical
presence of a moderator, providing extra data points. Conversely, a remote usability test
is conducted over the internet or by phone, allowing to test large number of users in
different geographical areas.
Moderated or Unmoderated. The moderated test is distributed in person or remotely by
a UX researcher who introduces the test to participants, answers their queries, and asks
follow-up questions. The unmoderated testing session is administered without direct
supervision (participants are in a lab or private space, using their own devices).
Quantitative or Qualitative. Quantitative testing focuses on gathering metrics
(benchmarks) that describe the user experience. Some of the most common metrics that
are collected during testing are time on task and task success. Qualitative testing focuses
on collecting insights and findings of how users use the product (Moran, 2019).

2.3. UX Redesign
UX Redesign concerns redesigning a product in terms of experience, visual interface, and
features. When redesigning an existing site or application, it is valuable to set those two
questions (Hamm, 2014):
▪
▪

What features or complexities are negatively affecting the existing user experience?
What additional features would the user find helpful in the next version of the product?

Any redesigning project should be based on user data, clear goals, and measures of success.
Leveraging information from conversion research (e.g., user testing), enabling identify the
issues and determine the solution. Redesigns often require an immense amount of
coordination and resources, and it can be a visual reskinning of the entire site/app with new
layouts and styles. Other problems focus on information architecture, taxonomy, content, or
usability issues (Loranger, 2015).
According to the Nielsen Norman Group, the main reasons to conduct a redesign include:
•
•
•
•
•

The site/app has severe issues in structure and information architecture.
Severely low conversion rates app-wide.
Benchmarking analysis demonstrates the site/app is inferior to the competition.
The technology is harshly outdated, making required changes impossible.
The gains from making gradual changes are minuscule or absent.
12

3. Methodology
In what follows, the general procedure of the app redesign is described concisely (see Figure
4):
A. Research: Material relevant to the Spitogatos app was gathered and studied. Specifically,
an in-depth app analysis was conducted to study the product's features, architecture, and
functionality. Therefore, research efforts took the form of a flowchart to examine the
screens that support the features and competitive benchmarking to study and compare
similar products. Usability testing was also another applied research technique that aimed
to determine how the interface facilitates a user's ability to complete routine tasks. The
general goals of the usability testing included extracting a mix of quantitative and
qualitative data, identifying problems in the design of the app, uncovering opportunities
to improve, and learning about users' behavior and preferences. The test was conducted
with a group of potential end-users onsite with portable equipment. Participants were
requested to complete a series of routine tasks, examining critical features and
components of the app (Search, Property List, Filters/Categories, Save and Delete
Searches/Properties). Several metrics were collected from testing sessions, such as
Successful task Completion, Errors, Time on Task, Subjective Measures, Quotable notes,
and recommendations. These measurements were analyzed by noting all the data
extracted from video recordings.
B. Define: This stage summarizes the information gathered and created during the Research
phase. Qualitative and quantitative data were synthesized to define the study's high-level
takeaways and critical findings. Therefore, an affinity map was conducted to organize
findings and drive insights, concluding by listing the final design recommendations.
Following, an app map of Spitogatos App was created to visualize the application's
existing, new, and redesigned features, how each screen would be connected, and how
users could navigate.
C. Ideate: To transition from identifying problems to proposing solutions, a quick ideation
process was conducted by creating some initial paper wireframes. After choosing the
most promising ideas, some variations of the designs were created. Subsequent, in
contemplation of featuring more accurate layout representations, mid-fidelity wireframes
were created and presented by linking them with the associated screens.
D. Prototype: The final digital prototypes of the redesigned screens were presented
compared to the existing ones, providing a brief explanation of the applied visual
solutions. Additionally, a rapid prototyping tool was used to apply links to the redesigned
screens and allow interactivity. Furthermore, 3D mock-ups for the redesigned screens
were also created.
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E. Iterate: The study concluded by highlighting the necessity of testing the app's high-fidelity
prototypes.

Figure 4: Case Study Methodology
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4. Case Study
4.1. Overview of the Product
A typical UX research process for redesigning an existing application usually starts by
conducting an in-depth app analysis to study the product's features, overall architecture, and
navigation, and then uncover user needs, considerations, and frustrations by using the
product (product's functionality). Consequently, it is vital to seek answers to these additional
questions:
•
What are the product's vision and goals offering to the end-users?
•
What are the product's existing features and tasks?
•
How do all the features work-link together?
•
How much work is required to compete in the existing marketplace?
•
What the current marketplace looks like?
Searching for answers to this list of questions requires applying several research techniques.
The research efforts can take the form of a flowchart to examine the pages that support the
features and tasks and competitive benchmarking to study and compare similar products.

4.1.1. The Product
Real estate has been a lucrative business, and now with the evolution of smartphones, it has
become even more prominent. Ιn Greece, limited options are available in the market area in
terms of real estate applications. «Spitogatos» constitutes the leading real estate application
(and website), offering over 400 thousand active property listings for sale or rent. It also owns
the competitive real estate websites of «Spiti24», «Tospitimou,» and the
«Spitogatos.com.cy.» but has not developed its applications yet. According to the brand's
official statistics, Spitogatos app downloads have exceeded 500,000 Android and iOS,
receiving remarkably high ratings in Google Play and App Store.
Product's vision is to provide powerful tools for anyone looking for property, endeavoring
to transform the way users search for a home by continually innovating and uncovering new
ways to enhance the property search experience.
Spitogatos App provides three main functions to its uses: Rent a property, Buy a property,
and List a property. Specifically, it offers free access to thousands of property listings
complemented by rich photography and all the filters needed to customize the experience.
On the other hand, it is an excellent tool for real estate professionals, offering opportunities
to promote property listings and real estate services.
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4.1.2. App Features and Structure
Having the product's explicit vision of what has to offer to the end-user, it is vital to conduct
a list of existing features and then map out how these work and knit together (see Figure 6
and 7). Started by depicting the main features that Spitogatos App focuses on, as they
displayed in figure (5) below:

Figure 5: Main Features of Spitogatos App
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Moreover, the function and purpose of each screen were noted while conducting the app
navigation analysis and screen flow (see Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6: Spitogatos App navigation tab analysis and flow.
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Figure 7: Spitogatos App navigation tab analysis and flow.
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After documenting all the key features/components and the basic navigation screen flow, it
was manageable to conduct an interaction map to illustrate how users can access and
navigate the application. The applied flowchart technique is very similar to the app map,
though it focuses a bit more on task flow, the path a user must follow to complete any given
objective.
In this case, the flowchart starts by quickly mapping out how the user will be introduced to
the product. Users will download and install the application on their phones. When they start
it for the first time, they will first see a splash screen that displays the logo and the version
number for a few seconds. Then app offers a sequence of settings to help users define their
preferences. They will then need to sign in if they already have an account, register or skip
this step for later. After signing in/logging in, the app guides users to the search screen. At
this point, there are two main routes they can follow. If they want to find a property for Rent
or buy, they need to search the location first, apply filters, etc. Otherwise, they can follow
property listing and publish property information. Ιn both cases, navigation offers additional
features (save properties, save searches, hide properties, set search filters and categories,
view listed properties, etc.).
The experience just described with text is represented as a vector schemed flowchart (see
Figure 8) conducted on Adobe XD design software.
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Figure 8: Flowchart (vector scheme) of Spitogatos App.

4.2. UX Benchmarking
UX Benchmarking is the study of existing products with functionality similar to the product
under development/ redesign or to the subproblems the team focuses on. Benchmarking can
reveal existing concepts that are implemented to solve a particular problem and information
on the strengths and weaknesses of the competition (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). Probing
equivalent applications, websites, or products is also a reliable way to quickly determine how
much work is needed to compete in the existing marketplace (Hamm, 2014).
In this study, UX benchmarking compares functionality features within direct competitors
(Airbnb, xe.gr, and Car.gr) and existing real estate apps in other markets (Redfin, Zillow, and
Trulia). The process starts by defining the features wanted to measure and choosing the types
of metrics to collect and track. The goal of the procedure is to compare the insights of the
Spitogatos App to the competitors and aspire to meet or exceed the key metrics during the
redesign phase. Most essential tasks in real estate applications were collected by conducting
preliminary online research and listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Onboarding
Log in/ Sign in
User Account and Profile
Location Search
Filters and Categories
Property Profiles
Property Listings
Save Search and Favourite Listings
Maps & Street View
Push Notifications
Contact by Call /Email
Calendar
Area/neighborhood details
Real-Time Messaging / In-App Chat (Chatbot)
Activity Feed/ Property Recommendations
Calculate/ Set Personal Budget
Virtual Tour
Feedback System

The following competitive benchmarking chart is constructed with rows corresponding to the
features wanted to measure and columns corresponding to the direct and indirect
competitive apps. The type of metrics wanted to collect are based on the feature's availability
and a quick quality assessment. The results of feature-based benchmarking are as illustrated
in the following figure (9):

Figure 9: UX benchmarking

The detection of similar products during the comparison benchmarking recorded additional
opportunities that could be considered later during the redesigning phase. Some of those
features-tasks are listed below in priority order based on the benchmarking assessment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Search multiple areas at the same time
Calendar/ Schedule an Appointment
Neighborhood Maps/Info
Activity Feed/ Personalized/Property Recommendations
Agent listings/Other Listings
In-App Messaging
Tour: in-person or video chat

Additional features documented in indirect competitor's apps include local information
(schools, crime, shopping and food, statistics, good life, natural disaster) and local
neighborhood reviews (dog-friendly, parking, car need, sidewalks, etc.).
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4.3. User Testing
This chapter covers the topics of the theoretical background of the test, participant
characteristics, procedure, and data analysis.

4.3.1. Theoretical Background and Approach
Spitogatos App usability testing was intended to determine how the interface facilitates a
user's ability to complete routine tasks. The test was conducted with a group of potential endusers (who have not experienced the app) onsite with portable equipment. Users were asked
to complete a series of scenario tasks examining critical features and components of the app:
Search Location, Property List, Filters/Categories, Save and Delete Searches/Properties.
Sessions were recorded and analyzed to identify potential areas of improvement.
The usability testing goals included establishing a baseline of user performance, validating
performance measures (mix of quantitative and qualitative data), and pinpointing potential
design concerns to be managed to improve efficiency, productivity, and end-user satisfaction.
The usability test objectives focus on determining design inconsistencies and usability issues
within the user interface and content areas. Potential sources of error may include:
• Navigation errors in Search feature and Edit Location component
(failure to locate functions and follow recommended screen flow).
• Presentation errors in Filter, Saved, and Property List features
(failure to locate and appropriately act upon desired information in screens, selection
errors due to labeling uncertainties).
• Control usage problems
(improper toolbar or entry field usage).

4.3.2. Participants
According to Nielsen (1993), participants should be actual users of the product being studied.
Alternatively, the participants might have a similar background to the target user group or
have exact needs, even if they are not already using the product. In addition, the author adds
that the number of participants needed for usability test varies depending on the type of
study, recommending a single user group of five participants to discover the majority of the
most common issues in the product during a qualitative usability study (5 users per segment).
Ηowever, subsequent surveys recommended larger sample sizes of users to get a reasonably
tight confidence interval on the results when collecting usability metrics (see Table 1).
Authors
Jacob Nielsen (1993)
Laurie Falker (2004)
Interaction Design Foundation–IDF (2021)

Suggested Number of Users
5 (per segment)
15
8-10

Table 1: Number of Participants in Usability Testing.
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The main factors that reflect on the number of participants include (Rubin & Chisnell, 2008):
•
•
•
•

The degree of confidence in the results,
The number of available resources to set up and conduct the test,
The availability of the type of participants,
The duration of the testing session.

In this study, the selected participants were based on criteria that are likely to define the
product's end-user. The requirements were limited to the age group 25-34 (heaviest mobile
app users) and those who have never used the Spitogatos App (novice users) except the
website. According to ComScore (2014) research, people aged 25-34 spend more time on
mobile apps than any other age segment examined. Based on the above, the sample for the
testing was set to be 10 participants in order to have a more trustworthy number of
measurements that detect app issues.
Participant Characteristics
1.

25-34 yrs old

2.

Spitogatos App novice users

3.

Spitogatos Website experienced users

Number

10

Table 2: Participant characteristics

4.3.3. Design and Procedure
The test scope consists of the following:
1. Pre-testing Interview (demographic questions - helps verify the testing audience).
2. Test Tasks (realistic task scenarios and task ratings).
3. Post-Testing questionnaire (subjective satisfaction questionnaire).
Pre-testing Questionnaire
The purpose of a pre-test questionnaire was to qualify the participants via demographic
questions (see Appendix A.1.). Participants were asked to fill out the brief background
questionnaire (Name, Age, Profession and Experience with similar Applications/Websites).
Tasks
The test design started by briefly reporting the task list that comprises the scenarios
participants will perform during the test based on the objectives. The task list includes:
▪ Search properties for rent in specific areas.
▪ Set search criteria, filters, and categories.
▪ Simultaneously searching for different locations.
▪ Save properties/searches.
▪ Change location while keeping previous filters.
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▪

Remove saved searches/properties.

Task scenarios are expanded versions of the original task list, adding context and the
participants' rationale and motivation to perform those initial tasks (Rubin & Chisnell, 2008).
One task scenario comprises several tasks from the task list grouped together. After finishing
each task, participants were asked to rate the interface with an SEQ (Single Ease Question -1
question) to measure how difficult the task was (see Appendix A.2.) (Sauro & Dumas, 2009).
The following table (3) describes task scenarios corresponding to the user goals and objectives
they intend to meet:
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Task

User Goals

Features

Task Scenarios

Testing Section:

1

2

Find a property to rent in
a specific location

o
o
o

New Search
Location Search
Filters

Be able to apply the
location I want

Found In:

Want to search for an
ideal property with
specific characteristics.

Testing Section:

Search>New Search> Search by name/Search area>
Filter:rent>Property Lists

o

Filters & Categories

Found In:
Search> Filters: Rent, type, price, surface, key
features, heating type

3

Want to Navigate
through the location
searches to add or cancel
districts.

Testing Section:
o
o

Areas Feature
Location Search

Found In:
Search>Search bar>Edit>Areas>Property Lists

You plan to move to Τhessaloniki, and you look for a house to rent in the area of Kalamaria
(Center & Votsi).
Can you search for houses in a specific location?
Do not save the search.
Following the previous task.
You want to set some restrictive criteria for the house you would like to rent. Specifically,
you would like it to have those characteristics: Residential and Apartment, 550€, min 50
sq.m., air conditioning, and autonomous heating.
Can you find a list of houses with specific characteristics?
Following the previous task.
You want to discover more property options in Kalamaria.
Can you also add the area of Nea Krini?
Do not save the search

Testing Section:

4

Want to search for
properties in up to one
location/district
/municipalities

o
o
o

Search by name
Draw Area on the map
Choose a point or an address

Found In:
Search>New Search> Search by name/ Draw Area on
the map/ Choose a point

Testing Section:

5

Want to find an ideal
property with advanced
characteristics.

You want to rent a house, but you have more than one preferred location. Can you search
at the same time for properties both in the areas of Kalamaria, Evosmos, and Stavroupoli?

o
o

Location Search
Filters & Categories

Found In:
Search> New Search > Area> Filters

You want to rent a Studio Flat in the Center of Thessaloniki with the specific characteristics:
Min 20 sq.m., Price: Max 390€, From UG and above, have a secure door.
Can you find a list of houses with those specific characteristics?

Testing Section:

6

Want to save properties
in a favorite list.

o
o
o

Save Property component
Property lists
Sort by component

Found In:

Following the previous task.
You find some interesting properties, but you also want to search the list. Can you pick 3
properties with a max price of 300 euros and keep them for later investigation?

1)Search> Property Lists> Sort by
2)Search> Property Lists Filters

Testing Section:

7

Want to change locations
while keeping the same
filters and categories.

8

Be able to save the
searched filters and
locations.

9

10

Want to save properties
for later.
Want to compare favorite
properties.

Want to go back in
previous searches/saved
searches without much
effort, and not to apply
everything from the
beginning

o

Edit Search feature

Found In:
1)Search> Property Lists>Edit Location
2)Search>Recently Viewed> Property Lists>Edit
Location

Testing Section:
o

Save search component

11

Following the previous task.
You want to save the current location and filtres for the area of Toumpa.

Found In:
Search> Property Lists>Save Search

Testing Section:
o
o
o

Property Profile
Saved Searches & properties
Sort by component

You want to save 3 properties with a min of 30 sq.m. and max 350€.
You also want to compare the 6 properties you have saved so far.
Where would you search to find those properties? Can you easily compare those
properties you have saved?

Found In:
1)Search> Property Lists> Sort by
2)Search> Property Lists> Filters

Testing Section:
o
o

User Profile
Saved Searches & properties feature

Found In:
Search> Property Lists> Save Property> Saved>
Properties

Testing Section:
Want to delete saved
properties/searches

You want to rent a home with the exact criteria applied in task 6 but in the area of
Toumpa. Can you change only the location?

o
o

Saved Searches
Delete component

Found In:

Υou decide to increase the amount of money for the property you want to rent in Toumpa.
You need to go back to your previous search and apply the highest price of 500€.
Can you change the price of your previous search and find a list of houses with up to 500€
in the area of Toumpa?

Eventually, you want to delete the search you have saved for the area of Toumpa.
Can you find a way to do it?

Saved> Searches> Edit Search
Table 3: Testing Plan of Spitogatos App.
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Post-testing Questionnaire
The post-test questionnaire aimed to measure subjective feedback via (see Appendix A.3.):
•

•

•

Open-ended follow-up questions:
-What is the main reason you would use the Spitogatos app?
-Has anything surprised you positively or negatively by using the app?
-If there were only one thing you could change about the Spitogatos app, what would
it be?
-If there were only one thing about the Spitogatos app you could keep the same, what
would it be?
A 5 Point Likert Scale ranging from "Strongly Disagree" to "Strongly Agree":
-I think that I would like to use this app frequently.
-I found the App unnecessary complex.
-I thought the system was easy to use.
A 5-Point Easy of Use Scale measuring how easy or difficult it was experiencing some
app components:
-I think changing the location in Spitogatos App is
-I think searching different locations at the same time in Spitogatos App is
-I think applying Filters and Categories in Spitogatos App is
-I think editing Price & Sq.m. Filters in Spitogatos App is
-I think applying BUY or RENT Filter in Spitogatos App is
-I think Saved Searches and Saved Properties can be easily found
-I think Saved Searches can be easily deleted
-I think comparing Saved Properties (in terms of location, price, sq.m.) is
-I think keeping filters and categories while changing location is
-I think overall navigation was

Test Setup
There are devices, equipment, and other items that are particular to the test and must be
adequately prepared, such as (see Figure 10):
✓ Devices: Facilitators' Mobile Phone (iOS).
✓ Application: Spitogatos Application (3.2.0 Version)
✓ Location: A quiet office environment (relatively to a usability lab), with a stable internet
connection.
✓ Equipment: One laptop using screen mirroring software, and a camera holder with a
phone camera implemented to capture comments, reactions, and navigation choices.
✓ Forms and note-taking tools: consent forms, printed task sheets, questionaries, and
facilitator's observational template.

The session captured each participant's navigational and search options, task completion
rates, time on task, errors, confusions, comments/ quotes, overall satisfaction ratings,
questions, and feedback.

Figure 10: Test set up, essential equipment, and tools.

Procedure
Based on current resources, target audience, and research objectives, moderated testing
sessions were administered in-person between December 2 and December 7. Each individual
session lasted approximately 45 minutes. Test scenarios were the same over the test days
and were 11 in total.
Before testing with the representative users, it was essential to run a pilot study to ensure all
tasks make sense, the chosen location works for the test, and sessions and interactions can
be successfully recorded. Τherefore, two tasks had to be removed in order to have better
consistency and reduce the testing time while preparing a better presentation of the overall
test to the following participants.
Participant's responsibilities were to complete a set of representative task scenarios
presented to them efficiently and in a timely manner and provide feedback concerning the
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usability and acceptability of the user interface. They were directed to offer honest thoughts
regarding the app's usability and participate in post-test subjective questionnaires. Test
administrator recruited participants via Spitogatos App. Emails were sent informing them of
the test logistics and requesting their availability and participation. Attendees responded with
the appropriate date and time.
All participants took part in the usability test in the same location. A mobile phone with the
Spitogatos Application and supporting software/equipment was used in a typical office
environment. The facilitator informed the participants of the application and instructed them
to assess the application, rather than the facilitator evaluating the participant. Participants
signed an informed consent that the participation was unforced, and the session was
videotaped, but their identification privacy was safeguarded.
Participants were requested to complete a pre-test questionnaire (demographic
information). The facilitator explained the think-aloud technique where the participant at the
start of each task had to read aloud the task explanation from the printed task sheet and
narrate their actions and thoughts as they performed tasks. Time on task measurement
started when the participant began the task.
The facilitator observed and extracted notes (pain points, areas of struggle, user comments,
and quotes) on a printed observational template. After each task, the participant rated the
interface with an SEQ. When all the tasks were completed, the participant completed the
post-test questionnaire.

Figure 11: Test setup and screenshots during testing.
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4.3.4. Data Collection
Testing the Spitogatos App is intended to extract both quantitative and qualitative data.
Combining qualitative and quantitative data, it is easier to understand how to fix problems
and how many usability issues need to be resolved. Several metrics were collected from
testing sessions, such as Successful Task Completion, Errors, Time on Task, Subjective
Measures, and Quotable notes. These measurements were analyzed by noting all the data
extracted from video recordings.
Type

Data

Description

Success
Rates

The task is successfully completed
when the participant discovers the
solution or ends the goal with no error.

Time on Task

Quantitative

Qualitative

Μeasurement

The amount of time takes the
participant to finish a task, not
including subjective evaluation
durations.

Error Rates

Which errors tripped up users most?
The percentage of participants who
encountered the same error in the
task.

Satisfaction
Rates

Self-reported participant ratings
satisfaction (ease of use, ease of
finding information, etc), on a 5 to 7point Likert scale.

Observations

Observations about participants'
pathways, decisions, and problems
experienced (pain points, areas of
struggling, etc.) during the test session.

Notes from video footage & onsite sessions.

Comments/
Quotes

Participants responded what they liked
most about the app, what they liked
least about it, and recommendations
for enhancing it.

Notes from video footage, onsite sessions, or
through the debriefing session after the test.

Answers to
open-ended
questions

Subjective satisfaction of ease-of-use,
availability of information, of the
overall experience of the Spitogatos
App, etc.

Collected via written free-form responses
(questionnaires).

Table 4: Establishing testing metrics.

In usability testing, there are different levels of success. In partial success cases, a user can
accomplish part of a task but fail other parts. Each of these cases constitutes a degree of
failure. It can appear unreasonable to give the same score to both participants who did
nothing and those who successfully completed much of the task. Consequently, partial
success depends on the magnitude of user error (Nielsen & Budiu, 2021). Accordingly, for
preciser task assessment are defined several levels of success:
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Complete Success: The user completes a task with no errors.
Indirect/Partial Success: The user completes a task with one minor error.
Failure: The user completes a task with more than one error.
Skip: The user cannot complete a task and skip it.

•
•
•
•

4.4. Results
This chapter contains the task success rates, time on task, errors, satisfaction rates, and
participants' subjective feedback. The results are presented in the following Tables and
Figures.
Task Completion Rates
Two of the ten participants completed 8/11 tasks correctly (82%), which was the highest
score. All participants completed Tasks 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 (save properties with specific criteria,
change location while keeping filters, save a search, save properties, and find a recent search
and change filters). Eight of the ten completed successfully task 2, 5, and 11 (set search
criteria, search for renting a property, and saving and comparing properties). Seventy of the
ten (7/10) had complete success on task 3 (add a new area on the previous search), and 5/10
on Task 1 (search for renting a property). None of the participants could complete Task 4,
which required them to search properties in more than one area simultaneously (see Table
5).
P

Task
1

Task
2

Task
3

Task
4

Task
5

Task
6

Task
7

Task
8

Task
9

Task
10

Task
11

1

√

-

-

-

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

2

-

√

√

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

3

-

√

-

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

4

-

√

√

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

-

5

√

√

√

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

6

-

√

√

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

7

√

√

√

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

8

-

√

√

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

-

9

√

√

-

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

10

√

-

√

-

-

√

√

√

√

√

√

Success

5

8

7

0

8

10

10

10

10

10

8

Success
Rates

50%

80%

70%

0%

80%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

80%

Table 5: Task Completion Rates (Complete Success/Failure)
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Levels of Success
For preciser task assessment are defined several levels of Success: Complete Success,
Indirect/Partial Success, Failure, and Skip. Therefore the data have changed and become more
specific (see Tables 6 and 7):
P

Task
1

Task
2

Task
3

Task
4

Task
5

Task
6

Task
7

Task
8

Task
9

Task
10

Task
11

1

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

2

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

3

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

4

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

5

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

6

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

7

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

8

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

9

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

10

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Total

30%
20%
50%

50%
30%
20%

70%
20%
10%

100%

40%
40%
20%

100%

50%
50%

100%

90%
10%

100%

80%
20%

√ Complete Success

√ Indirect Success

√ Failure

√ Skip

Table 6: Success Levels

Complete
Success

Indirect/partial
success

Failure

Tasks 6, 8 & 10: All participants completed tasks without errors (100%).
Task 9: 90% saved and compared properties successfully.
Task 11: 80% of participants could delete a saved search.
Task 3: 70% of the participants could add a new area on the previous search.
Tasks 2 & 7: 50% of participants set search criteria and filters and changed location while
keeping filters.
Task 5: 40% searched for a property with specific criteria without errors
Task 1: 30% of the participants could search properties for Rent in specific areas.
Task 1: 20% of the participants searched for a property to rent with one minor issue.
Task 2: 30% of the participants set filters and categories with one minor issue.
Task 5: 40% of the participants searched for a property to rent in a specific area with specific
criteria with one minor issue.
Task 9: 10% of the participants saved properties with specific characteristics with one minor
issue.
Task 1: 50% of the participants could not search for a property to rent.
Task 2: 20% of the participants could not set filters and categories correctly.
Task 3: 20% of the participants could not add a new area on the previous search
Task 5: 20% of the participants could not search for a property to rent in a specific area with.
Task 11: 20% of the participants could not save a specific search.
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Skip

Task 3: 10% of the participants could not add a new area on the previous search and skipped
the task.
Task 4: 100% of the participants could not search properties in more than one area
simultaneously and skipped the task.
Table 7: Summary of Success Ranges

Time on Task
Some tasks were inherently more challenging to complete than others and are reflected by
the average Time on Task. Specifically, Task 4 required participants to search for properties in
3 different areas simultaneously and took the longest time to complete (mean=203s). The
next longest time to complete (150 seconds) was Task 5, as users had to search for property
to rent in a specific area with specific criteria. However, completion times ranged from 54 to
228 seconds (approximately 4 minutes), with most times less than 135 seconds (around 2
minutes). Tasks 6, 7, 8, and 10 were completed in less than 50 seconds.
Task

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

Mean Time
(seconds)

33

79

42

70

52

65

53

47

101

58

101

74

39

50

86

68

152

84

81

80

45

175

79

26

26

23

06

146

105

74

157

98

146

90

318

510

360

07

242

203

1.Search properties for
Rent in specific areas.

42

2.Set search criteria,
filters, and categories.

69

3.Add a new area to the
previous search.

110

4.Simultaneously
Searching for different
locations.

104

5.Search for property to
rent in a specific area
with specific criteria.

96

135

228

126

54

133

205

204

224

93

150

6.Save Properties with
specific criteria.

45

87

36

13

12

17

29

08

25

24

30

7.Change Location while
keeping previous filters.

32

18

16

99

23

45

40

22

59

43

40

8.Save the search.

55

71

21

51

05

19

05

69

04

09

31

9.Save properties with
specific criteria and
compare them with the
previously saved.

45

53

107

52

32

52

48

118

85

29

62

10.Change the price
filter in the previous
search.

30

14

18

25

14

08

24

30

11

14

19

11.Remove saved search.

68

42

22

135

42

75

08

98

26

27

54

Table 8: Time on Task (seconds)
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Errors
Another measurement involves counting the number of errors participants make when
attempting to complete a task. Errors can be unintended actions, slips, mistakes, or missions.
Table (9) presents the errors per task as the percentage of users that made or encountered
the same error.
Task
Error (%)

1
40%

2
50%

3
30%

4
-

5
50%

6
-

7
20%

8
20%

9
-

10
-

11
40%

Source of
Error

Filters

Filters

Search
Option

-

Filters

-

Nav.
Path

Saved
Search

-

-

Saved
Search

Table 9: Percentage of users that made the same error per task.

Task Ratings
After each task, the 5-point rating scale ranged from 1 (Very Difficult) to 5 (Very Easy). Difficult
ratings are the difficult and Very Difficult ratings combined with a mean difficulty ratings pf >
4.0 considered as the user find difficult to search and find the information needed. Results
are presented in the summary of the test data (see Figures 12-22).
Summary of Quantitative Data
The Table below displays a summary of the test data. Low completion rates, satisfaction
ratings, percentage of same errors per task, and time on tasks are highlighted in red.
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Complete Success(%)
30
50
70
0
40
100
50
100
90
100
80

Errors (%)
40
50
30
50
20
20
40

Time on Task (s)
58
80
74
203
150
30
40
31
62
19
54

Satisfaction
3.4
4.4
3.6
1.6
3.9
4.4
3.9
4.1
4.7
4.4
2.7

Table 10: Summary of Success Rates, Errors, Time on Task, Mean Satisfaction.

The Figures (12-22) below display a summary of the test data per task (success rate, time on
task, percentage of same errors per task, task satisfaction):
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Figure 12: Summary of Data, Task 1

•

Half of the participants failed the task.

•

Participants completed the task in an average of 58 seconds.

•

30% of the participants encountered the same error.

•

3.4/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 13: Summary of Data, Task 2

•

Half of the participants were able to complete the task with no errors.

•

Participants completed the task in an average of 80 seconds.

•

50% of the participants encountered the same error.

•

4.4/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 14: Summary of Data, Task 3

•

70% of the participants were able to complete the task successfully.

•

Participants completed the task in an average of 72 secοnds.

•

30% of the participants encountered the same error.

•

3.6/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 15: Summary of Data, Task 4

•

All participants skipped the task.

•

Participants completed the task in an average of 167 seconds.

•

1.6/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 16: Summary of Data, Task 5

•

•

80% of the participants were able to complete the task, 40% of them with one minor
issue.
Participants completed the task in an average of 149 seconds.

•

50% of the participants encountered the same error.

•

3.9/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 17: Summary of Data, Task 6

•

All participants were able to complete the task with no errors.

•

Participants completed the task in an average of 30 seconds.

•

4.4/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 18: Summary of Data, Task 7

•

Half of the participants were able to complete the task with no errors, and the other
half had one minor issue.

•

Mean time of task completion 35 seconds.

•

20% of the participants encountered the same error.

•

3.9/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 19: Summary of Data, Task 8

•

All participants were able to complete the task with no errors.

•

Mean time of task completion 31 seconds.

•

20% of the participants encountered the same error.

•

4.1/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 20: Summary of Data, Task 9

•

90% of participants were able to complete the task with no errors.

•

Mean time of task completion 62 seconds.

•

4.7/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 21: Summary of Data, Task 10

•

All participants were able to complete the task with no errors.

•

Mean time of task completion 19 seconds.

•

30% of the participants encountered the same error.

•

4.4/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Figure 22: Summary of Data, Task 11

•

80% of the participants were able to complete the task with no errors.

•

Mean time of task completion 49 seconds.

•

40% of the participants encountered the same error.

•

2.7/5 mean rating of ease task completion (ranked by participants).
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Post-Test Questionnaire Results
After completing the task scenarios, participants were asked to fill 4 open-ended follow-up
questions and rate 3 statements on a 5-point Likert Scale, as well as 9 statements on a 5-point
Easy of Use Scale measuring.

Statements

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I think that I would like to use this app frequently

20%

0%

20%

30%

30%

I found the App unnecessarily complex

0%

40%

20%

40%

0%

I thought the app was easy to use

0%

20%

20%

40%

20%

Table 11: Subjective Satisfaction Rating (Likert Scale).

1

Statements

2

3

4

(Difficult)

I think changing the location in
Spitogatos App is

10%

I think searching different
locations at the same Time in
Spitogatos App is

60%

5
(Easy)

Comments

20%

10%

40%

20%

Easy task, although
I did not always find
the municipalities I
wanted by
searching by name

30%

-

10%

-

Ιt is not possible to
search multiple
areas
Μaybe instead of
"any" it is better to
write "edit" in the
price filter

I think applying filters and
categories in Spitogatos App is

-

-

10%

40%

50%

I think editing price and sq.m.
filters in Spitogatos App is

-

10%

20%

10%

60%

I think applying buy or rent filter
in Spitogatos App is

30%

20%

-

10%

40%

It should be Rent as
default

I think deleting saved searches is

10%

-

10%

30%

50%

Could have the
delete option next
to the edit

10%

10%

20%

40%

20%

Ιcons help a lot in
comparison

20%

-

-

30%

50%

-

10%

20%

50%

20%

I think comparing saved
properties is
I think keeping filters and
categories while changing
location is
I think overall navigation was

Τhe navigation
environment was
quite clear

Table 12: Subjective Satisfaction Rating (Easy of Use Scale).
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Follow-up questions

Participants Responds
•

What is the main reason you would use the
Spitogatos app?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has anything surprised you positively or negatively
by using the app?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If there were only one thing you could change
about the Spitogatos app, what would it be?

•
•
•
•
•

If there were only one thing about the Spitogatos
app you could keep the same, what would it be?

•
•
•
•

Search for a house to rent/buy
It is the most widespread real estate service
in Greece
Compare prices
To see several photos from the properties
Negative:
Forgot to select Rent tab
Price filter
Search options
Search multiple locations
Buy tab as a default
Non-editable price
Add areas feature
Positive:
Easy to use with enough customization
Colors
Quantity of filters/properties
Ease to navigate
Draw area on the map
Key features pattern
Save the search
The way of searching locations
Multiple location searching
Internal surface and Floor filter
Add locations/Areas
Save the search pop-up window
Filters (without rent/buy)
Filters (without the price & internal surface)
Save properties feature
Property List
Keep filters while changing location

Table 13: Results of follow-up questions.

Observed User Behavior
This section contains a summary of the observed behavior of the participants interacting with
the application. The following Figures (23-33) show an overview of the video recordings
(comments, pain points, and user quotes) with the corresponding interfaces and screen flow.
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Figure 23: Observed behavior, Task 1.

Figure 24: Observed behavior, Task 2.

Figure 25: Observed behavior, Task 3.

Figure 26: Observed behavior, Task 4.

Figure 27: Observed behavior, Task 5.

Figure 28: Observed behavior, Task 6.

Figure 29: Observed behavior, Task 7.

Figure 30: Observed behavior, Task 8.

Figure 31: Observed behavior, Task 9.

Figure 32: Observed behavior, Task 10.

Figure 33: Observed behavior, Task 11.

4.5. Discussion
This chapter summarizes the information gathered during the Research phase to define the
study's high-level takeaways, critical findings, and recommendations. Therefore, most of the
usability issues were found to concern navigation errors on the search feature and the
flexibility of searching multiple locations simultaneously. Also, presentation errors were
encountered in the saved searches and filters screens— one interesting finding refers to an
explicit stage bug on the saved searches/properties feature.
The high-level takeaways based on both quantitative and observed data are summarized and
listed below:
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Save properties with specific criteria tasks (6 and 9) had the highest completion score
(100%). Although the satisfaction rate was high (4.7), participants faced a stage explicit
bug on the saved search screen.
Change the price filter in the previous search task had 100% successful completion with
19 seconds mean time and no errors noted.
Remove saved searches task completed by 80% of the participants in 54 seconds (average
time). However, task satisfaction ranked 2.7/5 provided that 40% of the participants
attempted to delete saved searches more than two times because the system did not
respond.
Simultaneously searching for different locations task had the lowest success rate (100%
skipped) and the longer average completion time (203 seconds). Most participants tried
to insert locations in a tag format, while others attempted to draw more than one area
on the map. However, there are no such functions. Although this task was designed
considering the app's limitations, it aimed to observe participants' navigation flow while
searching for a solution.
Search properties for rent in specific areas task had the second-lowest success rate (30%),
although the average completion time was 58 seconds. Participants' most common error
was the selection of the rent tab in the filters screen. Also, users who selected to draw the
search could not add additional areas and did not have the flexibility to switch to another
search mode.
Search properties for rent and applying filters had 40% complete success and the second
longer completion time (150 seconds). 40% of the participants also completed the task
with one minor error. Common errors focused on applying filters and categories (forgot
rent tab and property type, confusion over edit price, internal surface, and floor min-max
pattern). Participants also were confused when they tried to input the location to the
search field, and typeahead did not provide accurate suggestions.
Change location while keeping previous filters task had 50% complete success, although
the mean completion time was 40 seconds. 20% of the participants did not search the

exact location because they selected to draw the area on the map/ Choose a point or an
address.
Both positive and negative findings are interpreted and presented below based on the
observations:
Positive Findings
A. Users could save properties and searches effortlessly by tapping on the heart icon and
the save search button accordingly.
B. Users were able to find filter's component easily.
C. Users could easily switch from the property list to the map view.
D. Αll users could easily discern property information from the search list.
E. Users could navigate through the tab bar readily.

Figure 34: Figure Positive Findings.

Negative findings
A. Not all search options were selected, also minor differences between some of them (see
Figure 35).
• Search by Name/Search Bar: Six of the ten participants selected to search by name.
One user had tapped the search bar and navigated to the same screen that also led
the search by name option.
• Draw Search on Map: 2 of the ten participants have selected this option. When they
were confused with the search by name option, some also searched for a solution by
drawing on the map.
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•

Choose a Point or an Address: One participant selected this option and then changed
it to search by name. There are minor differences with the drawing area on the map
option.

Figure 35: Negative Findings

B. The function of searching for different areas at the same time is limited (see Figure 36).
•
•

Half of the participants tried to apply locations in a tag format - there is no such
feature in the application.
Some participants tried to draw more than one area on the map, but the app does
not support this function.

Figure 36: Negative Findings.
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C. Lack of visual hierarchy on the property list screen (search field-edit component) (see
Figure 37).
• Some users failed to locate the edit search function and searched to the filters or the
map first.
• Some participants returned to the main search screen and started a new search.
• Participants who selected "Draw area on map" or "Choose a point" were more
confused about adding an area on the same search. Τhis feature is not supported by
the application.

Figure 37: Negative Findings

D. Confusion over basic/fundamental filters and categories-lack of balance between unity
and variety (see Figure 38).
• Almost half of the participants forgot to select the Rent tab on the filter's screen.
App has set "Buy" as default. Other participants figured it out after navigating to
the price filter.
• Half of the participants did not find how to edit the price filter.
• Some participants were confused about how to use min-max patterns.
• Participants' eye fixations fell on the price and internal surface filters first,
forgetting to enter the filters above them.
• The property type filter was not visible to some participants.

Figure 38: Negative Findings
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E. Saved properties/searches possess bugs that cause the application to not respond for a
couple of seconds (see Figure 39).
• Users had trouble deleting saved searches. Some participants tried to delete the
search more than two times.
• Participants were confused when navigating the tab bar to see their saved
searches or properties, and the screens were empty.

Figure 39: Negative Findings.

F. Improper entry field usage (auto-suggest component) (see Figure 40).
•
•

Participants were confused when filling a specific location, and autocomplete did
not provide accurate responses.
Some Participants returned to the main navigation because they did not find the
location entered in the search field.

Figure 40: Negative Findings
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G. Presentation errors on distinguishing and/or comparing saved properties/searches (see
Figure 41).
• Participants found it challenging to distinguish which search to delete.
• Most participants have recommended adding folders that separate the
properties according to their characteristics or the area.

Figure 41: Negative Findings

H. Functionality issues on the search navigation tab (toolbar) (see Figure 42).
•
•

Some users were accidentally led to the main screen by double-tapping the search
navigation tab and started a new search again.
Unrelated features included in the search navigation tab cause confusion and
increased cognitive load.

Figure 42: Negative Findings.

Next, an Affinity Map is conducted to organize responses and observations (see Figure 43).
Affinity Mapping enabled to check for patterns and driving insights, which will help develop
design recommendations afterward.
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Figure 43: Affinity Diagram.

Source of Error and Recommendations
The following Table (14) contains all the critical incidents that have been analyzed previously
(the cause), followed by a recommendation-suggested action (the effect).

ISSUE TYPE

SOURCE OF ERROR

SCREEN

RECOMMENDATION

ACTION

Search options
inflation

Minor differences between the
given search features. Multiple
options consume a lot of space
on the screen-visual clutter.

Search

Merge «Search by Name» with
«Search area» features.
Combine «Draw area on map» with
«Choose a point or an address»
functions.

Visual
Designer

Multiple
location search

There is no feature in the app
that permits users to search
different locations
simultaneously.

Search

Add a tag input pattern on the
search field and the ability to draw
more than one area.

Visual
Designer

Edit Location
visibility

Filters
layout/function

Saved
Properties list

Saved Searches
components
and layout

Participants searched to the
filters, map, or returned to
main navigation to add an area
or edit the current location.
Confusions highlighted on
Rent/Buy tab, min-max
pattern, price and general
screen layout.
Users have recommended
adding folders that separate
the properties according to
their characteristics or
location.
Several users did not find
directly the delete component,
and had trouble on
distinguishing which search to
delete.

Property
List

Filters

Saved
Properties/
Searches

Saved
Properties/
Searches

New Feature

Inconsistency: Users have
expectations for accessing and
interacting with the search
feature. Deviations from their
expectations (more features
included in the search
navig.tab) cause confusion and
increased cognitive load.

Autosuggest
respond

Typeahead did not provide
accurate suggestions.

Search by
Name

Bug

Stage explicit bug on saved
searches and properties
feature.

Saved
Properties/
Searches

Home

Apply visual hierarchy on the
property list top bar to make the
edit location (search field)
component more apparent and
visually combine it with the other
key elements.
Improve filters functionality and
layout. Apply visual principles such
as spacing and balance- to create
the perception of equal distribution.
Design a layout with better visual
consistency to allow comparison.
Add more alternatives to sort by
function.
Add a straightforward saved search
card that users can experience
directly all actions offered. Add
representative images of the saved
location.
Design a Home Tab that includes all
user actions during navigation
(recent searches/properties and
saved searches/properties),
separately from the search and
publish features. Create a repeat
pattern across the design - possible
development later as Activity Feed/
Property Recommendations screen.

Visual
Designer

Visual
Designer

Visual
Designer

Visual
Designer

Visual
Designer

Improvement of the language
prediction tool provides users with
accurate suggestions as they type in
a location.

Developer

Detect bug in the Saved
Properties/Searches feature.

Developer

Table 14: Source of Error and Recommended Solutions.

4.6. Redesign of the App
In what follows, an app map of the redesigned information architecture, wireframing
proposals, mock-ups of the new screens, as well as a realistic prototype of the linked screens
are presented.

4.6.1. Information Architecture – Appmap
Information Architecture is the act of organizing the data and tasks located in an application
to assure that they offer an intuitive and usable set of interfaces to the user (Hamm, 2014).
Conducting an Appmap of Spitogatos App will visualize the application's existing, new and
redesigned features, how each screen would be connected, and how users could navigate.
Each cell represents a unique app screen required to support the features and tasks expected
the user to accomplish while at the app. The arrows connecting the cells show how one screen
is associated with another. Every screen is colorized by the type of feature it represents (new,
existing, or redesigned).
Spitogatos appmap was conducted based on the proposed recommendations (see Table 14)
and is formed as illustrated below (Figure 44):
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Figure 44: Spitogatos appmap.

4.6.2. Low-Fidelity Wireframes
Before the actual prototypes of the app UI could begin, the creation of some initial low-fidelity
and mid-fidelity wireframes was deemed necessary. Wireframes are essential visual guides
that propose elements for screens/webpages and show how practical solutions would flow
for target users. More specifically, the wireframe process focuses on defining how text,
graphics, and other information will be displayed on the page. The color palette is restricted
to white and black, using simple outlines and shapes to represent the placement of the screen
content (Hamm, 2014) . Wireframing is also an ideation method as it helps to quickly ideate
and test.
Low-Fidelity Wireframes
This technique tends to be rough, created without scale, grid, or pixel accuracy and includes
only simplistic images, block shapes, and mock content (e.g. filler text for labels and headings).
Before selecting the final wireframing solutions, a brief ideation session was conducted to
generate and apply the patterns that are likely to improve the application's usability issues
(see Figures 45 and 46).

Figure 45: Generating ideas for the filters screen.

Figure 46: Generating ideas for search screen layout.

In the following paper wireframes are portrayed the proposed structure for the search screen,
saved screen, filters screen, property list screen, and home screen.
Home feature added to the toolbar in need of information consistency. This new feature (split
from the search and publish features) contains the user's actions when navigating the
application (recent searches/ properties and saved searches/properties). The structure
comprises subtle differences concerning the original design, as the specific features were not
included in usability testing (directly). There is also space for further improvement as an
Activity Feed/ Property Recommendations screen.

Figure 47: Paper Wireframes of the Search screen
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Search screen wireframes consist of 3 consecutive screens (see Figure 48). The location search
screen comprises the search bar/search by name (prominent), draw and radius features, as
well as a section for adding extra areas/districts. The «continue» button leads to the filtres.
The most common filters are displayed first, and the rest appear when tapping the arrow icon.
In the property list screen, edit location, sort by, map, and filters elements are displayed
equally on top of the screen. Additionally, all search options are linked together (new tab bar)
(see Figure 49).

Figure 48: Paper Wireframes of the Search screen

Figure 49: Paper Wireframes of the Search options.
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Changes are intended to make the saved searches list less confusing and accurate in terms of
the displayed information. Users can tap the edit component to change the name, filters, or
location—the delete option and notifications/email activations are located on a designed
search card. Organized saved properties in horizontal cards to enable easy comparison.
Modifications also are related to the sort by capabilities on the saved properties list.

Figure 50: Paper Wireframes of the Search screen.

New patterns are proposed in the filters screen, implementing proximity, similarity, and
common region principles (Gestalt). The new designs affect only the tested filters and those
that caused the most frustration to the users.

Figure 51: Paper Wireframes of the Filters screen.
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Mid-Fidelity Wireframes
Mid-fidelity feature more accurate representations of the layout. This wireframe type is still
black and white, using different shades of gray to communicate the visual prominence of
individual elements. Detail is allocated to specific components and features while still
avoiding distractions such as images and typography. The wireframes below are created using
the digital wireframing and prototyping tool Adobe Xd:

Figure 52: Mid-Fidelity wireframes and flow of the home screen.

Figure 53: Mid-Fidelity wireframes and flow of the saved screen.
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Figure 54: Mid-Fidelity wireframes and flow of the search screen.

Figure 55: Mid-Fidelity wireframes and flow of the draw search screen.

Figure 56: Mid-Fidelity wireframes and flow of the radius search screen.
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Figure 57: Mid-Fidelity wireframes and flow of the filters screen.

4.6.3. App Prototypes
This chapter represents the Spitogatos App prototypes for each redesigned screen. Therefore,
a rapid prototyping tool (Marvel App) was used to apply links to the redesigned screens and
allow
interactivity.
The prototype
can
be
browsed
using the
link:
https://marvelapp.com/prototype/16hihcjj .
All the screens were redesigned concerning the company's visual principles (logo, typography,
color) or other minor additions to serve consistency between screens. Thus, no additions or
changes were made without resulting from the user's feedback and testing insights. The
following screens depict the new screens in comparison with the existing ones, providing a
brief explanation of the applied visual solutions (see Figures 58-67):
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Figure 58: Comparison of the old and new search screens
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Figure 59: Comparison of the old and new search screens.
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Figure 60: Comparison of the old and new search screens
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Figure 61: Comparison of the old and new search screens.
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Figure 62: Comparison of the old and new property list screens.
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Figure 63: Comparison of the old and new filter screens.
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Figure 64: Comparison of the old and new saved properties screen.
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Figure 65: Comparison of the old and new saved searches screen.
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Figure 66: Home screen proposal.
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Figure 67: Recent screens proposals

App Mock-ups

Additionally, a few mock-ups of the redesigned screens were created using the Adobe
Photoshop software to add a realistic perspective of the proposed designs (see Figures 6871).
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Figure 68: App mock-up.

Figure 69: App mock-up.

Figure 70: App mock-up.

Figure 71: App mock-up.

5. Conclusions
This thesis was a combination of research and creative techniques that helped me deepen my
knowledge on different aspects of user experience and user interface design procedure, from
conducting usability sessions and analyzing data to finally making design decisions based on
the findings.
The key takeaways of the dissertation include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Defining the product that will be tested, considering specific areas to focus on while
combining the most common features of the application.
Defining clear test objectives to ensure running a valid test with relevant results.
Designing the test setup and recording participant's interactions and thoughts.
Running pilot sessions in order to lead to more reliable outcomes.
Each data point holds a separate rank in the hierarchy and requires to be identified and
reported accordingly.
Users may behave in various ways through the application to meet different goals.
In-depth analysis of the design decisions is fundamental to ensure that they harmonize
with user needs and behavior.
Applying Jakob's Law of the internet user experience and proposing incremental design
improvements rather than changing everything (also respecting the brand's visual
principles).

Given the time and word-count restrictions, some further improvements could have resulted
in a more thorough application redesign. More specifically, the detection of similar products
during the comparison benchmarking (Chapter 4.2.) highlighted additional opportunitiesfeatures that could be considered during the redesigning phase. Those features are reported
in priority order based on the benchmarking assessment: (a) Calendar/ Schedule an
Appointment, (b) Neighborhood Maps/Info, (c) Activity Feed/ Personalized Property
Recommendations, (d) Agent Listings, (e) In-App Messaging, (f) Tour: in-person or video chat.
Additionally, after creating high-fidelity prototypes (Chapter 4.6.3.), further testing iterations
should ensue to verify if the current interface meets usability issues. Then data should be
collected and analyzed, or be compared to the previous testing results. Following that, a new
prototype should be created and begin the process again until the best possible version is
reached. It should be noted that Nielsen (1993) recommends «iterating through at least three
versions of the interface, since some usability metrics may decrease in some versions if the
redesign has focused on improving other parameters.»
Eventually, looking back on the whole process, working on the particular case study
highlighted that users are invariably the center of every design decision, and minor
modifications in design can cause a significant impact on the whole user experience.
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Appendices

Figure A.1. : Pre-Test Screening.
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Figure A.2. : The Single Ease Question
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Figure A.3. : Post-task scenario subjective measures conducted on Canva.com.
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Gender

Age (25-34)

Profession

Real Estate websites/apps that have used

P1

F

25

Student

Spitogatos.gr

P2

M

28

Data Analyst

Spiti 24, Spitogatos.gr

P3

F

25

Student

Facebook, Spitogatos.gr

P4

F

26

Student

Spiti24, Plot.gr, Spitogatos.gr

P5

M

28

Geologist

Spitogatos.gr

P6

M

34

Private employee

Airbnb, Car.gr, Spitogatos.gr

P7

F

25

Student

Spitogatos.gr

P8

M

32

Accountant

Spitogatos.gr, Car.gr

P9

F

32

Engineer

Spiti24, Spitogatos.gr, Xe.gr

P10

F

30

Private employee

Airbnb, Spitogatos.gr

Table A.4. : Summary of the screening results.
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